A stability estimate for the Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality under regularity assumptions
Introduction and statement of the main result 1.The Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality
The classical Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality v(H, K , L 3 , . . . , L n+1 ) 2 ≥ v(H, H, L 3 , . . . , L n+1 ) v(K , K , L 3 , . . . , L n+1 ) (1) is a central result in the theory of mixed volumes. Here, H, K , L 3 , . . . , L n+1 are convex bodies in (n +1)-dimensional real Euclidean vector space R n+1 and, v denotes the mixed volume. Many geometric inequalities for convex bodies are consequences of (1) (see, e.g., [12, Chapter 7] ). Connections with algebraic geometry have been discovered, which have led to new proofs of (1) via the Hodge index theorem [6, 13] . Equality holds in (1) if K and L are homothetic. However, this is not the only case and until now, the equality problem remains unsolved (see [12, Section 7.6 ] for a discussion).
Our main result gives, under appropriate regularity assumptions, a strengthening of the Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality in the form of a stability estimate (see Theorem 2 below). Instead of restricting our attention to convex bodies, we are going to work in the setting of hedgehogs, which can be regarded as the Minkowski differences of arbitrary convex bodies in R n+1 (i.e., as the geometrical realizations of formal differences of convex bodies of R n+1 ). The proof of our main result is based on the study of equality cases in partial extensions of the Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality to hedgehogs.
Partial extensions to hedgehogs
The set K n+1 of convex bodies of R n+1 , equipped with Minkowski addition and multiplication by nonnegative real numbers, forms a commutative semigroup, having the cancellation property, with scalar operator. Of course, it does not constitute a vector space since there is no subtraction in K n+1 . Now formal differences of convex bodies of R n+1 form a vector space H n+1 in which K n+1 is a cone that spans the entire space. It is thus natural to consider the multilinear extension of the mixed volume v : K n+1 n+1 → R to a symmetric (n + 1) −linear form on H n+1 . We still denote this extension by v. Hedgehogs are simply the geometrical realizations of elements of H n+1 in R n+1 (see Sect. 2 for a short introduction). They are thus the natural geometrical objects when one seeks to extend parts of the Brunn-Minkowski theory to a vector space which contains convex bodies. The idea of considering the multilinear extension of the mixed volume to formal differences of convex bodies may be traced back to papers by Alexandrov [1] and Geppert [4] .
Let S n denote the unit sphere of R n+1 . In which follows, we shall identify convex bodies and hedgehogs of R n+1 with their respective support functions. Thus the classical Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality (1) will be rewritten v(h, k; l) 2 
where h, k, l 3 , . . . , l n+1 denote the support functions of H, K , L 3 , . . . , L n+1 , l = (l 3 , . . . , l n+1 ) and v ( f, g; l) := v ( f, g, l 3 , . . . , l n+1 ). We shall see that any real function of class C 2 on S n is the support function of some hedgehog in R n+1 . In [8] , the author gave the following partial extension of the Alexandrov-Fenchel inequality to hedgehogs under the assumption that l 3 , . . . , l n+1 are of class C 2 , (n ≥ 1).
for any g ∈ C 2 (S n ; R) and, the equality holds if and only if there exists (λ, μ) ∈ R 2 {(0, 0)} such that λ f + μg be the support function of a point.
A stability estimate for the Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality
We shall write k ∈ C 2 + (S n ; R) to mean that k is the support function of a convex body whose boundary is a hypersurface with positive Gauss curvature. For ν ∈ S n , define σ ν (u) := 1 2 | u, ν | for u ∈ S n : σ ν is the support function of the unit segment U (ν) parallel to ν and centered at the origin. Our main result is the following.
Remark Given ν ∈ S n , denote by ν ⊥ the vector subspace orthogonal to ν. For any f ∈ C 2 (S n ; R), we have
where v ν ⊥ is the n-dimensional mixed volume in ν ⊥ and f ν , l ν 3 , . . . , l ν n+1 the respective restrictions of f, l 3 , . . . , l n+1 to S ν = S n ∩ ν ⊥ (see [9, Prop. 5] ). Remind that if f ∈ C 2 (S n ; R) is the support function of a convex body K , then f ν ∈ C 2 (S ν ; R) is the support function of the image of K under orthogonal projection to ν ⊥ . The notion of mixed projection body extends to hedgehogs (see [9] ) and, if we denote by ( f ;l) the mixed projection hedgehog of the hedgehogs with support functions f, l 3 , . . . , l n+1 and by h ( f ;l) its support function, then the inequality of Theorem 2 can be rewritten in the form v (h, k; l) 2 
is the diameter of the image of S n under h (h;l) h (k;l) .
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Our proof is based on the study of equality cases in the extension of Theorem 1 to the case where f ∈ C 2 (S n ; R) ⊕ Rσ ν . It is inspired by the work of Bol [2] who proved the result for n = 2 and l 3 = 1. Unfortunately, Bol's work has apparently felt into oblivion. This is perhaps due to the fact that Bol's proof contains a series of errors that make it difficult to understand. But fortunately it can be corrected and the approach can be adapted to our more general setting.
Background on hedgehogs
In this section, we recall for the convenience of the reader the necessary background on hedgehogs.
The set K n+1 of all convex bodies of (n +1)-Euclidean vector space R n+1 is usually equipped with Minkowski addition and multiplication by nonnegative real numbers, which are respectively defined by:
It does not constitute a vector space since there is no subtraction in K n+1 : not for every pair (K , L) ∈ K n+1 2 does there exist an X ∈ K n+1 such that L + X = K . Now, in the same way as we construct the group Z, of integers from the monoid N of nonnegative integers, we can construct the vector space H n+1 of formal differences of convex bodies from K n+1 . We can then regard K n+1 as a cone of H n+1 that spans the entire space. Hedgehog theory simply consists in:
1. considering each formal difference of convex bodies of R n+1 as a geometrical object in R n+1 , called a hedgehog (see below); 2. extending the mixed volume v : K n+1 n+1 → R to a symmetric (n + 1) −linear form on H n+1 . 3. extending certain parts of the Brunn-Minkowski theory to H n+1 .
For n ≤ 2, it goes back to a paper by Geppert [4] who introduced hedgehogs under the German names stützbare Bereiche (n = 1) and stützbare Flächen (n = 2). C 2 case. Here we follow more or less [7] . As is well-known, every convex body
, that is, as the signed distance from the origin to the support hyperplane with normal vector u. In particular, every closed convex hypersurface of class C 2 + (i.e., C 2 -hypersurface with positive Gaussian curvature) is determined by its support function h (which must be of class C 2 on S n [12, p. 111]) as the envelope H h of the family of hyperplanes with equation x, u = h(u). This envelope H h is described analytically by the following system of equations
The second equation is obtained from the first by performing a partial differentiation with respect to u. From the first equation, the orthogonal projection of x onto the line spanned by u is h (u) u and from the second one, the orthogonal projection of x onto u ⊥ is the gradient of h at u (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, for each u ∈ S n ,
is the unique solution of this system. Now, for any C 2 -function h on S n , the envelope H h is in fact well-defined (even if h is not the support function of a convex hypersurface). Its natural parametrization
can be interpreted as the inverse of its Gauss map, in the sense that: at each regular point x h (u) of H h , u is a normal vector to H h . We say that H h is the hedgehog with support function h (cf. Fig. 2 ). Note that x h depends linearly on h.
Hedgehogs with a C 2 -support function can be regarded as Minkowski differences of convex hypersurfaces of class C 2 + . Indeed, given any h ∈ C 2 (S n ; R), for all large enough real constant r , the functions h + r and r are support functions of convex hypersurfaces of class C 2 + such that h = (h + r ) − r . General case. In [10] , the author extended the notion of hedgehog by regarding hedgehogs as Minkowski differences of arbitrary convex bodies. The trick is to define hedgehogs inductively as collections of lower-dimensional 'support hedgehogs'. More precisely, the definition of general hedgehogs is based on the three following remarks.
(i) In R, every convex body K is determined by its support function h K as the segment (1) , so that the difference K −L of two convex bodies K , L can be defined as an oriented segment of R:
(ii) If K and L are two convex bodies of R n+1 then for all u ∈ S n , their support sets with unit normal u, say K u and L u , can be identified with convex bodies K u and L u of the n-dimensional Euclidean vector space u ⊥ R n .
(iii) Addition of two convex bodies K , L ⊂ R n+1 corresponds to that of their support sets with same unit normal vector: (K + L) u = K u + L u for all u ∈ S n ; therefore, the difference K − L of two convex bodies K , L ⊂ R n+1 must be defined in such a way that (K − L) u = K u − L u for all u ∈ S n .
A natural way of defining geometrically general hedgehogs as differences of arbitrary convex bodies is therefore to proceed by induction on the dimension by extending the notion of support set with normal vector u to a notion of support hedgehog with normal vector u. Let us give an example in R 2 . Let K and L be the convex bodies of R 2 with support functions h K (x) = | x, e 1 |+| x, e 2 | and h L (x) = | x, e 3 |+| x, e 4 |, where ., . is the standard inner product on R 2 , (e 1 , e 2 ) the canonical basis of R 2 and e 3 , e 4 ∈ R 2 the unit vectors given by e 3 = 1 √ 2 (e 1 + e 2 ) and e 4 = 1 √ 2 (e 1 − e 2 ). These convex bodies are two squares whose formal difference K − L can be realized geometrically as the hedgehog with support function h = h K − h L , which is a regular octagram constructed by connecting every third consecutive vertex of a regular octogon (i.e., a regular star polygon with Schläfli symbol {8/3}): see Fig. 3 .
Gaussian curvature and algebraic volume of C 2 -hedgehogs
As we saw before, C 2 -hedgehogs (i.e., hedgehogs with a C 2 support function) may be singular hypersurfaces. Let H h be such a hedgehog in R n+1 . Since the parametrization x h can be regarded as the inverse of the Gauss map, the Gaussian curvature K h of H h at x h (u) is given by K h (u) = 1/ det [T u x h ], where T u x h is the tangent map of x h at u. Therefore, singularities are the very points at which the Gaussian curvature is infinite. For every u ∈ S n , the tangent map of x h at the point u is 
where δ i j are the Kronecker symbols and ∇ i j h (u) the Hessian of h at u with respect to an orthonormal frame on S n . The index of a point x ∈ R n+1 H h with respect to H h , say i h (x), can be defined as the degree of the map
and interpreted as the algebraic intersection number of an oriented half-line with origin x with the hypersurface H h equipped with its transverse orientation (number independent of the oriented half-line for an open dense set of directions) [7] . For n + 1 = 2, the index i h (x) is nothing but the winding number of H h around x: it counts the total number of times that H h winds around x. For instance, the index is equal to −1 at any interior point of the hedgehog represented on Fig. 2 , since the curve winds once clockwise around the point.
where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure on R n+1 , and it satisfies
where R h is the curvature function and ω the spherical Lebesgue measure on S n [7] . For instance, in the example of Fig. 2 , the algebraic area (or 2-dimensional volume) of the plane hedgehog H h is equal to minus the area of the interior of the curve.
Auxiliary results
First, we fix ν ∈ S n and extend Theorem 1 by replacing C 2 (S n ; R) by the real vector space, say V (ν), spanned by C 2 (S n ; R) and σ ν in C (S n ; R).
Theorem 3 Let f be a function in V
Then 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, which is contradictory.
End of the proof of Theorem 3. Let P be the degree 2 polynomial function given by
Since q ( f ) > 0, P (t) > 0 for all large enough t. Furthermore, the lemma ensures that b (1, f ) = 0 so that we may define
and consider g + τ f , which belongs to F (ν). Thus, by the lemma, P (τ ) < 0 unless g + τ f is the support function of a point. By considering the discriminant of P, we deduce that b ( f, g) 2 > q ( f ) q (g) unless g + τ f is the support function of a point. Finally, note that if there exists (λ, μ) ∈ R 2 {(0, 0)} such that λ f + μg is the support function of a point, then b ( f, g) 2 = q ( f ) q (g).
Next, we deduce the following.
Theorem 4 Let f be a function in V (ν) such that v ( f, f ; l) > 0. If g is any function in V (ν) such that v ( f, g; l) = v (g, g; l) = 0, then the hedgehog H g is reduced to a point.
In other words:
Theorem 5 Let f ∈ V (ν). If there exists a hedgehog not reduced to a point with support function g ∈ V (ν) such that v ( f, g; l) = v (g, g; l) = 0, then v ( f, f ; l) ≤ 0.
Proof of Theorem 4. It follows from assumptions that we are in an equality case of (2) . So, by Theorem 3, there exists (λ, μ) ∈ R 2 {(0, 0)} such that λ f + μg is the support function of a point. Since H λ f +μg is a point, v (λ f + μg, λ f + μg; l) = 0. Developing by multilinearity and using assumptions, we deduce that λ 2 v ( f, f ; l) = 0.
Since v ( f, f ; l) > 0, λ = 0 and hence H μg is reduced to a point. Now μ = 0 since (λ, μ) = (0, 0). Therefore, H g is reduced to a point.
Proof of Theorem 2
Finally, we apply Theorem 5 to
Let us check that all the assumptions of Theorem 5 are then satisfied. Of course, H g is not reduced to a point since it is a unit segment U (ν). Since the mixed volume v :
Applying formula (5.77) from [12, p. 302] , we obtain
where v ν ⊥ denotes the n-dimensional mixed volume in the linear subspace orthogonal to ν and, U (ν) ν , L ν 3 , . . . , L ν n+1 the respective images of U (ν), L 3 , . . ., L n+1 under orthogonal projection to this subspace, and thus v (g, g; l) = 0 since U (ν) ν = {0}.
Hence by Theorem 5, we have v (h − λk, h − λk; l) ≤ 0.
After replacing λ by its value and rearranging, we obtain
Using the inequality
123 5 Some particular cases
Planar case
The proof of Theorem 2 also works for n = 1 (i.e., without the l term). If for any hedgehog H f of R n+1 , we define the width of H f in the direction ν ∈ S n as the signed distance between the support lines of H f with unit normal −ν and ν, that is by
, then we have:
For k = 1, this gives: Note that l (h) is the length of the plane hedgehog H h counted with the sign of its curvature function R h . If H h is convex, we have
where r (h) and R (h) denote respectively the inradius and circumradius of H h . In this particular case, Bonnesen's inequality (see [12, p. 388 ] and references herein)
is therefore better. But Corollary 7 remains true without any convexity assumption.
Bol's inequality
Let B denote the unit ball of R n+1 . For n = 2 and k = l 3 = 1 , we retrieve Bol's inequality for a convex body K of class C 2 + in R 3 , where M is the integral of mean curvature 3v (K , B, B) , S the surface area 3v (K , K , B) and, l and L the least and greatest perimeter of an orthogonal plane projection [2] . In fact, the result is more general since it remains true for any C 2 -hedgehog H h of R 3 (replacing volumes, areas and lengths by their algebraic versions).
Recall that the girth of K in the direction ν ∈ S 2 is defined as the perimeter of the orthogonal projection of K onto the linear plane that is orthogonal to ν. Note that the right-hand side of Bol's inequality vanishes if, and only if, K is of constant girth. Since the orthogonal projections of a convex body of constant width are again convex bodies of the same constant width and since, according Barbier's theorem, a planar convex body of constant width w has perimeter πw, it is clear that every three-dimensional convex body of constant width is of constant girth. Now, H. Minkowski proved in 1904 that the converse is true: every three-dimensional convex body of constant girth is also of constant width: see for instance [3, p. 430 ]. Therefore, the right-hand side of Bol's inequality vanishes if, and only if, K is of constant width.
Case where L 3 , . . . , L n+1 are the unit ball B of R n+1
If in Theorem 2, l 3 , . . . , l n+1 are the support functions of the Euclidean unit ball B (that is, if l 3 = . . . = l n+1 = 1), then, denoting by 1 the (n − 2)-tuple (1, . . . , 1), we have: Corollary 8 For h ∈ C 2 (S n ; R) and k ∈ C 2 + (S n ; R), 
Comparison with a result by Schneider and by Goodey and Groemer
With each convex body K of positive dimension in R n+1 , is associated its normalized homothetic copy K defined by K := K − s (K ) w (K ) (see [12, p. 421] ). The following theorem, proved by Schneider [11] and independently by Goodey and Groemer [5] , may be interpreted as a stability result in a specific case of the Alelsandrov-Fenchel inequality.
Theorem (Schneider, Goodey-Groemer) . If H and K are two convex bodies of positive dimension in R n+1 , then v 2 11 − v 20 v 02 ≥ n + 2 n (n + 1) w (H ) 2 δ 2 H ,
where w (H ) is the mean width of H , H and K the respective normalized homothetic copies of H and K , v i j the mixed volume of i copies of H with j copies of K and n − 1 copies of the unit ball B, and
denoting by S the surface measure on the sphere S n and by h L the support function of a convex body L. This stability result has to be compared to Corollary 8 (and thus to Corollary 7 in the planar case). Note that the assumptions overlap only partially: in Corollary 8, h and k have to be C 2 but H h is not necessarily convex. When we take the union of assumptions of the results under consideration, the above theorem is better in some cases (take for instance K = B and H of constant width in R 3 ) while particular cases of Corollary 8 are better in other cases [take for instance k (θ ) := 1 and h (θ ) := 1 + 1 4 sin t cos 7 t, θ ∈ S 1 = R/2π Z ].
